SUN DA E D R IV E R
Fr u i t y Pe b b le s O G x G rape P ie

PHOTO

ABOUT M E
Indica-Dominant Hybrid
Breeder: Cannarado

TASTE / SC ENT
BERRY

SWEET

CREAMY

FRUITY

DE S C RI PT I ON
Bred by Cannarado and sent out to the Jungle Boyz, Sundae Driver is a smooth and creamy cross of Fruity Pebbles OG and Grape Pie. Buds are
light green in color with purple accents and come drenched in trichomes. This strain offers a mellow and calming high, just like its flavor. For a
tasty joint in the sun, give Sundae Driver a try.

PA RE N T # 1: FRU I T Y P E B B L E S OG
Indica Dominant Hybrid
Breeder: Alien Genetics
Lineage: (Green Ribbon x GDP) x Tahoe Alien

Fruity Pebbles by Alien Genetics was a limited-time offering from the
breeder. This sweet hybrid takes genetics from Green Ribbon, Granddaddy
Purple, Tahoe OG, and Alien Kush to create a tropical, berry flavor reminiscent of the cereal. The euphoric effects will keep you happy when you’re
stressed and help you catch some sleep when faced with insomnia. Sit back,
relax, and pour yourself a bowl of Fruity Pebbles!

PA RE N T # 2 : G RAP E P I E
Indica Dominant Hybrid
Breeder: Unknown
Lineage: Cherry Pie x Grape Stomper

The Grape Pie is a delicious and colorful indica hybrid cut. It is covered
in frost and fluffy both in smoke and nug structure. The delicious purple
and orange nugs will leave a a delicious grape aftertaste that tastes just
like grape juice! This is a mild indica meaning it will not knock you out. It
will have you jumping and singing and laughing your face off. This is a very
euphoric and fluffy high that is mostly body buzz and exhilarating rushes.
Recommended for anxiety, depression, restlessness, and lethargy.

